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	There is more to functional programming than simply programming in a

	functional language. As explained in Section 1.1,1 view functional pro

	gramming as a new programming paradigm, comparable in importance to

	structured programming. As such, it has value as a discipline of thought

	even in the absence of functional programming languages.





	Throughout the book/ functional programming is treated first as a

	means for reliably deriving programs and as a tool for analyzing pro

	grams and proving their correctness. Functional programming can be

	used this way even if the eventual implementation language is a conven

	tional imperative language. In the process, the value of functional pro

	gramming languages is naturally illustrated.
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Adrenomedullin in Cardiovascular Disease (Basic Science for the Cardiologist)Springer, 2005


	The present publication is an up-to-date review of the most relevant aspects

	of adrenomedullin. It encompasses a broad range of fields, including

	biochemistry, molecular biology, physiology, pharmacology,

	pathophysiology of cardiovascular disease, and clinical applications of

	adrenomedullin to cardiovascular disease. The...
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Reichman and Hershfield's Tuberculosis: A Comprehensive, International Approach (Lung Biology in Health and Disease)CRC Press, 2006

	Thoroughly examining tuberculosis from historical, theoretical, and clinical perspectives, this Third Edition merges state-of-the-art research developments with principles of programmatic TB management. Each of the 50 chapters analyze current studies on TB mechanisms and treatment and will meet the needs of all who work in the field of TB...
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Metal-Oxygen Clusters: The Surface and Catalytic Properties of Heteropoly Oxometalates (Fundamental and Applied Catalysis)Springer, 2001
`...[D]efinitely helps bring some intellectual and  programmatic clarity to a field that is per force very  phenomenological... It should be mandatory reading for new and  seasoned investigators alike...' 
  Craig L. Hill in Journal of the American Chemical Society,  124:36...
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Intelligent Computing Based on Chaos (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2009

	The book project was launched to access the latest research related to chaos applications in intelligent computing where researchers from all over the world provide the necessary coverage of the mentioned field. The primary objective of this project was to assemble as much research coverage as possible related to the field by defining...
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Ajax: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2008
Is Ajax a new technology, or the same old stuff web developers have been using for years? Both, actually. This book demonstrates not only how tried-and-true web standards make Ajax possible, but how these older technologies allow you to give sites a decidedly modern Web 2.0 feel. Ajax: The Definitive Guide explains how to use standards like...
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Professional Java User InterfacesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
This book covers the full development life cycle for professional GUI design in Java, from cost estimation and design to coding and testing.
	Focuses on building high quality industrial strength software in Java  
	Ready-to-use source code is given throughout the text based on industrial-strength projects undertaken by...
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